C. PARTICIPANTS

PEER ASSIST TEAM:
1. Dr. Tad Patzek - UT
2. Dr. John Smith - LSU
3. Ted Bourgoyne - LSU Alumni
4. Danny Clayton - Boot & Coots
5. Bud Curtis - Boots & Coots
6. Chris Scarbrough – Boots & Coots
7. Paul Saulnier - Cudd Well Control
8. Tim Bell - Cudd Well Control
9. Steve Winters - Great White Well Control
10. Ronnie Roles - Great White Well Control
11. David Moody - Wild Well Control
12. Pat Campbell - Wild Well Control
13. James Stevens - ConocoPhillips
14. Kevin Castleman - Shell
15. Paul Sonnemann - Chevron
16. Bobby Mohon - Exxon Mobil
17. Neal Adams - Well Control Specialist
18. Bill Murchison - Murchison Drilling
19. Albertok Cavawni – EMI
20. Clark Clement - Energy Corp of America